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Your conundrum won't be trying to find fun things to do in Las Vegas - it limits your options. The fun stuff to do in Las Vegas Las Vegas is basically Disneyland for adults, so it's useful to come up with your list of must-haves ready. Here are our recommendations [viator_tour destinations=684 types=3-mod]
Maks Ershov/Shutterstock.com hit Las Vegas nightclubs much more alive than night to day, so focus on nightlife when you're planning things to do in Las Vegas. Nightclubs here, each in their respective resorts, are among the best in the world. Digies come from all over the world to hang out for the
Vegas-loving party crowd. Dress up in your sexy best and get ready to dance and drink the night away in some really impressive spaces. Your options include the exclusive Hyde Bellagio, with his view of famous fountains; the hated jewel in ARIA; the Star Magnet 1 of a kind (1OAK) in Sarab; A massive
marquee in cosmopolitanism, and many more. Randy Mirmontes / Shutterstock.com see a show when it comes to the performing arts, Las Vegas is an embarrassment of wealth. There are dozens of very high-caliber productions here, outlining some of the world's best talent. Cirque du Soleil runs seven
permanent shows (Mystère, O, Michael Jackson One, Zomaniti, K, The Beatles Love, and Mindfreak Live) on the Las Vegas Strip, each showing acrobats at Olympic level, costuming gorgeous, and exciting music. The Blue Man Band, in turn, is one of the best things to do in Las Vegas—it leaves you with
your jaw dropped, and goosebumps throughout. There are also wonderful whimsical Absinthe variety shows at Caesars Palace, The Magical Le Reve in Wynn, Channing Tatum's Sexy Magic Mike Live at the Hard Rock Hotel, and The Inferno, a spectacular new fire in Paris Las Vegas. Plus a lot of famous
magic shows; Remember, Las Vegas is home turf for David Copperfield, Siegfried and Roy, Penn and Teller, Chris Angel, and Matt Franco. Ivanovic Oleg/Shutterstock try his luck at a casino in Vegas, almost every hotel has a casino, and almost every adult who travels here has at least one hand playing.
Gambling is one of the most popular things to do in Las Vegas, thanks in part to the city's loose slots, endless poker and photo tables, rotating roulette wheels, 24-hour availability, free drinks as long as you're playing, and surroundings designed to keep you alert and engaged late at night. The most
famous casino here is probably Bellajio, thanks to Oceans 11. But really, you'll have a similar experience almost anywhere you play- tension on the chair as a fast game dealer or visc round the chip or push more towards you. Be warned, though: that home always wins withholding is not always true, but
usually it is. So play what you want to play, then step aside. William Ducklow/Shutterstock go for a walk with many indoor environments produced in Las Vegas, many travelers forget that just outside is one of the world's most spectacular outdoors The Mojave Desert offers its rare and wonderful
southwestern landscapes. Red Rock Canyon, a national conservation area, is the best place to walk locally, and we went so far as to say there was a visit to one of the best things to do in Las Vegas. Over two dozen trails it has a range of incredibly easy to super extremes. Whichever you choose, you
meet in dry fresh air, wide earthy tones of sky, smatterings of Joshua trees, and flashing views at night just away from the city lights. Tupungato/Shutterstock.com art-seeing art globally by famous masters may not come to mind first when you're storming the mind of things to do in Las Vegas. But if you
know where to look, you can have beautiful artistic experiences here almost against major European cities. Start with Bellajio, whose entrance showcases a glass masterpiece by Dale Chihli. The hotel's small fine art gallery features rotating exhibitions that showcase works by Moe, Warhol, Van Gogh,
and Degas. In Picasso, a well-blajio dining venue, much of the hung original painted by the restaurant's namesake artist annoys. Other valuable artistic attractions of the city include the Santour Art Gallery, where you can buy Rembrandts, Renoirs, and Chagals; the art of Richard McDonald, where
masterful sculptures evoked the energy and emotions of Cirque du Soleil; the modern-focused Metropolitan Las Vegas Gallery; and a vibrant arts factory. Koby Dougan Shutterstock.com animal lovers find plenty of fun stuff to do in Las Vegas. There are massive shark reef aquariums in Mandalay Bay,
flamingos in flamingo wildlife habitats, and dolphins, lions, and tropical birds in Siegfried and afloat secret garden and dolphin habitat. Perhaps the most prestigious animal experience in Las Vegas, however, is preserved off the Strip in Springs, where inhabited animals - Gila monsters, grey foxes, cotton-
tailed rabbits - are native to the surrounding Mojave Desert, and there is a beautiful seasonal butterfly habitat. Oleg Anisimov / Shutterstock.com Party Poolside Hanging out by a pool is one of the best things to do in Las Vegas. This is not because other options are boring—they are not. That's because
Las Vegas pools are much more exciting than anywhere else in the world. Sure, you can find a relaxing pool around town, but many enthusiastic party scenes are great in music, cocktails, food, cabanas, and people watching. Wear your most stylish swimming gear and don't forget the SPF—the Mojave
Sun has nothing to mess with. Shutterstock get spa treatment let's face it, Las Vegas isn't exactly the most relaxing destination. Full of non-stop stimulation, noise and lights. Once you find that you need to relax from gorgeous scenery and musical beats, retreat to one of the city's dozens of resort spas-
almost every hotel is one. Las Vegas has perfected the art of creating spaces where people can go for recharge and pamper. Book a massage, face or an extreme manic piddy. Vegas Spa uses organic or locally sourced ingredients, and some also do body art for when you're ready to jump into the
poolside or nightlife scene. Rene Kohut/Shutterstock played a three-way golf game at Topgolf Las Vegas, an eight-acre playground with a golf mockery just behind the big GM - it got 107 climate control hitting bays featuring interactive golf games for all ages, lounge-style sit-downs, and high-definition T-
TSEs. Topgolf balls are microchipped, which means you can track your hits distance and accuracy. The four-level venue also offers VIP suites, two pools with cabanas, five bars, a concert venue, Callaway Fitting Studio, and a retail store. For a more traditional golf experience, head to the Balinese Golf
Club on the bar just south of Mandalay Bay. Vivooo/Shutterstock.com Take a look at vegas flight visitors looking to get some air can head to Vegas Indoor Skydiving, where you gear up in a jumpsuit and step into a cylindrical room where 120 miles per hour winds push you upwards, allowing you to
experience a free fall feeling of jumping from a plane. For those who prefer a real skydiving experience over the Strip, outdoor Las Vegas adventures will teach you how to jump from a helicopter. If you prefer to push your body into the air, head to Xplozone Trampoline Park instead. [viator_tour
destination=684 type=3-mod] more than SmarterTravel: –Original report by Aavital Andrews. Follow him on @avitalb. We hand-pick everything we recommend and select items through testing and reviewing. Some products are sent to us for free with no incentive to provide a favorable review. We offer
our impartial opinions and do not accept compensation for reviewing products. All items are in stock and prices are accurate at the time of release. If you buy something through our links, we may earn a commission. By keeping you connected regardless of location, your toys are supposed to make you
more productive and less stressed. But maybe you have a creeping sense that they're doing the opposite, maybe your better half starts to get cranked when you pull out your smartphone in restaurants or maybe you start to get the sense that all that time you spend checking email and social media during
the day is eating out when you can do other things - including bigger picture thinking about your business. How do you know if you're really addicted to your technology? If you decide that you need to cut back, how can you manage to keep your instrument-related compulsions in check? After all, you're an
entrepreneur, you don't want to chuck your cell phone in the trash and go live in a cottage in the desert first of all, in the fact that you're good at company. Many launching big wigs have come out of the heart of America's tech capital, Silicon Valley, in public as concerned about their tech addiction. Then,
take stanford psychologist Kelly McGonigle's advice and check yourself out for real signs There is a common feeling, whether it's medicine or food or shopping or technology. If you pay attention to what's happening in your mind and body, you notice a free floating anxiety and then a sense of urgency,
especially when you're separated from the object of addiction: I have to have it now or I have to keep clicking or checking. This is the physical quality of getting out of control. And more importantly, no matter how much you give up, he never feels enough. theres no satisfaction . Giving up makes you want
to do it again, something that used to be fun turns into a jolly compulsion. Many people feel that way about their phones, Facebook, email, Twitter, celebrity rumors online, internet, and the like. If that sounds like the relationship between you and your phone or laptop, McGonigle also offers some simple
steps you can take back on a healthier foot with your technology. Fear no, serious rehabilitation is probably not needed. Instead, the key, he says, is to be careful but not react to your feelings of anxiety and need: I recommend just paying attention to the process and how it works. Do you even know what
it's like to check your phone? Or can you only be aware when you send your fifth text message on your phone? Then I propose two things: you have to set a support structure for yourself. In the same way, if you're trying to improve your health, you don't keep junk food in your cabinet, you need to think
about ways to pull over the phone. Put it in airplane mode or hire other people to remind you that you made a commitment to text while not driving. Second: Surf insist. Pay attention to what it feels like in your body and your breathing. Think of insisting like a wave you want to surf, and breathe through it. It
will fall like a wave and dissolve. Keep your cravings when your brain and body believe that you want to give up. As soon as you don't make a commitment to it, it starts to change how the brain's cravings are processed. This approach has been shown to help people conquer all kinds of cravings, from
food to cigarettes. How do you want to categorize your relationship with technology: healthy, unhealthy, or somewhere in between? Between?
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